KUBB – Open
When Teams are throwing sticks stand to the side of the court, so they do not hit you
Teams Consist of 3 players per side. (General Rule 1.1 apply)
Kubb field is 5m wide by 8 m long.
The aim of Kubb is to be the first team to knock over the king. However if the king is knocked over
before all kubbs are knocked over on one side, then the team that knocks over the king looses and
the game is over.
To start the game you need the King in the middle of the pitch and the 6 Kubbs lined up at the
baseline of each team in between the 2 corner sticks.
Team A will then throw their 6 sticks to try to knock over the Kubbs. The throws must be under-arm
and the sticks must spin end over end. (Throwing sticks sideways or spinning them side to side is
not allowed)
Kubbs that are successfully knocked over are thrown back by Team B onto Team A’s side of the
pitch. Team A then stands them up where they land with the marked end upwards. If they bounce
outside of the court, then they should be stood up inside but closest to the exit point they left the
court. However if they land out of bounds on the full then Team A chooses where it goes back on
the field, but not within 1m of the King.
Play then switches hand and Team B throws the sticks to knock over the Kubbs in Team A’s side
of the pitch. Again if Kubbs are knocked over they are tossed back into the other half of the court.
Play continues on this fashion until one team is able to knock down all Kubbs on one side. If that
team has sticks left to throw they may now attempt to knock over the King. If the team is
successful, they have won the game.
If the King is knocked over anytime during the game, even by a newly thrown Kubb, the offending
team immediately loses the game.
SportsFest Time Rule. – Each game goes for a set time, if at the end of that time a winner is not
found, the team that started 2nd must have the last throw. Kubbs are then added up and put in the
for and against column on the score sheet. The team with less Kubbs standing is the winner.

Equipment
SportsFest Supply all Gear
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